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Jonny Kinkead INTERVIEW

One-man band
Despite the dominance of the established

brand names, there are many independent
guitar makers producing custom-order, highquality instruments for very sensible prices.
We went to Bristol to meet one…
Words
Glenn Kimpton

F

or over 30 years, a small, dusty
workshop tucked away in a
quiet Bristol side street has
been the birthplace of many
beautifully crafted acoustic
guitars. Built entirely using hand tools and
with a one-man workforce, Kinkade
Guitars is the very antithesis of modern,
high-volume manufacturing, with each
instrument made from scratch by the man
with his name on the peghead. Well,
almost his name because Jonny Kinkead
simplified the spelling of the brand many
years ago, just in case you were wondering.
Kinkead originally ran the business with
his brother, who subsequently left fairly
early on in the Kinkade Bros story, though
that name remains on the labels inside each
guitar. The first instrument he ever made
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was a bass that was built from plywood with
an oak neck salvaged from a bed post; this
was upcycling long before the term had
been invented.
“That first one was just a way for a
16-year-old to build something with no
knowledge at all,” he laughs, as we chat
amid the chisels, glue and woodshavings.
“It was a case of, ‘where can I get some sheet
materials?’ For plywood I could just go to
the local wood yard, and the neck was this
piece of oak bedpost. It was a coffin-shaped
instrument – because I couldn’t do curves –
played upright like a cello! Another friend
was good at metalwork at school and he
made me this tailpiece out of brass. Actually,
I’ve still got the tailpiece and the headstock
somewhere; those bits have survived, the
rest went on a bonfire, I think!”
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Scarcity and availability of timber have
always been issues for instrument
makers, so presumably salvaging wood
from other uses is a viable option when
you’re not making thousands of guitars…

“Absolutely – some of guitars that my
brother made often used salvaged woods;
there’s this flat in Redland, Bristol, with its
front door stop missing, because it was a
nice piece of mahogany-like wood and that
made a couple of necks too. It was what was
around, you see, because we just couldn’t
afford to buy anything.
“These days, take Brazilian rosewood;
that hasn’t been imported into this country
for I don’t know how many decades. All the
Brazilian rosewood that is in this country
has been lying around for many years, and
it’s old stock that comes up at auction
sometimes. For instance, a furniture factory
might close and people I deal with will buy
this timber and contact me.
“There are also people around with a pile
or so of backs and sides in this country that
they’ve been sitting on for a few decades,
and the price goes up every year and the
quality goes down as we keep buying the

“I’ve recently been using timber from a
100-year-old snooker table made from
Brazilian mahogany: it’s beautiful
wood, and it’s given me several guitars”
odd sheet. So, the quality of Brazilian
rosewood back and side timber now is not
that wonderful really.”
So you just substitute it?

“Indian rosewood is the standard now, and
it stands up pretty well, but I’ve used
Brazilian rosewood for fingerboards and
bridges on all of the mahogany back and
side Kinkade guitars over the years. It’s a
very nice wood to work with, a very stable
wood, and oily, so the fingerboard never
cracks up or dries out like ebony might do in
100 years time. And it’s a nice, ringing wood,
which helps a mahogany back and sided
guitar and adds some spice to it. However,
as it stands, I probably have about 30

fingerboards left now and that’s it, and
when it’s run out it’s run out.
“It’s the same with Brazilian mahogany,
which is commonly used for backs, sides
and necks. It hasn’t been imported for about
seven years. It used to come in by the
container load; you could go to any wood
yard and they’d have a pile of it, but it’s not
imported anymore, so we are scraping the
barrel now for the bits that people find.
Hence the reliance on recycled timbers?

“I’ve started collecting old, recycled
material. Customers bring in bits for me;
builder friends of mine will bring in a load
of 1960s French windows, for example, that
have surrounds made out of Brazilian
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mahogany. Alright, one side is covered in
white paint, but still, there you have a load
of lovely Brazilian mahogany to slice up. Old
furniture will sometimes give you Cuban
mahogany, which can make some very nice
things. There’s all sorts around; I’ve
recently been using timber from a
100-year-old snooker table made from
Brazilian mahogany: it’s beautiful wood,
and it’s given me several guitars made with
these wonderful necks, fronts, backs and
sides. I’ll put on a rosewood ’board and
bridge and there’s a whole recycled guitar.”
Reading your book, it’s obvious that you
have a strong interest in the ‘journey’ the
woods take via the artisan to become an
instrument. Could you explain a little
about that?

“When I’m there, quietly making an
instrument, carving away wood, all sorts of
esoteric thoughts run through my mind.
Where has this wood come from and how
long ago was it planted and where has it
been? If trees have spirits – and I think they
might have – to me building instruments is
the noblest thing you can do for that

beautiful thing that is a tree. I love walking
around woods and forests and I’m more
than happy to give a tree a hug, they’re
fabulous things and the lungs of the planet.”
What about the criticism that guitar
makers are chopping lots of trees down?

“Of course guitar makers get it in the neck
but, truth be told, we use a tiny fraction of it.
Most of it is chopped up and burnt to make
room for more soya fields to feed cows and
give us more beef! From a simple guitar
builder’s perspective, one mahogany tree
will last me a lifetime, so surely one can be
re-planted in that time and be ready for 		
the next guitar maker in a 100 years time.
Sadly I don’t think the world’s quite as
simple as that.”
Your flagship guitar, the Kingsdown, is
based on the Martin OM from the 1930s,
before it was merged with the 000 with its
shorter scale. What about this particular
design drew you in?

“The Kingsdown is certainly the guitar 		
I have made the most of; it’s a modified OM,
in that its dimensions are similar and its

outline looks similar, though its curves have
all been moved around a little bit. I don’t
like ripping anybody off, so I have tried to
improve the design by moving things a bit to
get the bridge slightly more in the middle of
that large diaphragm in the bottom end of
the guitar. That’s essentially what I have
changed on that one, but all of the models
are based around classic American guitars.
“Scale-wise on the Kingsdown, I used the
longer OM design because I wanted
maximum performance from it acoustically
and that tension worked well. It was
actually Ivor Mairants [renowned guitarist
and music store proprietor] who suggested
that size guitar. When I first started
building I’d take guitars to his shop in
London and say, ‘What do you think of this?
Will you buy it?’ And he’d say, ‘Well it’s
interesting but it’s not quite right here or
there’. So, over a period of a couple of years
I eventually worked out what was needed
then, and it was that medium sized guitar.”
What were the issues you ironed out?

“Size and decoration mostly. My first
guitars were heavily inlaid and rather
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“The more you find out, the less you
know. You’re never going to get to the
bottom of it, it is still so fascinating…
You learn something new every week”

idiosyncratic; when you first start making
things you do tend to throw the kitchen sink
at it. Often by the end of the guitar build 		
I would be sick of the design I’d thought of
and I gradually realised that simple was
better. I suppose I remembered what I had
been taught at college on the architecture
course, which was all about Modernism and
form following function. I suppose the
simpler designs let the wood speak for itself,
which is enough.”

country. The prices for custom built guitars
now can be very reasonable.”

In here, there is evidence that some work
goes on [laughs].”

How do you feel about customers asking
you for a ‘copy’ of something, or at least a
guitar that very closely mimics a specific,
classic design?

Your workshop here is a particularly
dishevelled snug space filled with bric-abrac and odds and ends: is by design, or
has it just evolved this way?

Looking at it from outside, the shop is
virtually unnoticeable…

“Well, if somebody wanted a specific design
then I would build them one, but it wouldn’t
turn out like any other. Every guitar maker
has a different idea of what the guitar
should sound like, and each builder’s sound
will be characteristic of what they want to
hear, because they are the initial testers.
I build my guitars and they all sound
predominantly like a Kinkade guitar now,
after years of testing strut heights and
timber thicknesses. It’s not like a Gibson or
Martin sound, more like a hybrid in fact,
and you would hope that this is partly why
somebody would choose a luthier build
over a factory build.
“It’s all personal choice, but I would
always suggest checking out a local builder
and seeing and hearing if you like what they
are doing, and if you do then have one built.
The guitars are exceedingly good value for
money for what they are, certainly in this

“Ha, that’s one way to describe it! The tip –
is it intentional, you mean? No not really, it’s
just how it happens I think. I never throw
anything away and although I’m sure
people would say it’s messy and cluttered,
I do know where everything is. This is a
process that makes a mess; I’m spending all
day making sawdust and wood shavings.
If you’re working with CNC machines
probably all of that gets sucked up and
hoovered away the instant it’s made, but
when working by hand it tends to create
dust that flies around.
“But it has to be cluttered, you know, there
are all sorts of bits that come with guitar
making. There are always off-cuts that you
need to keep for repairs; there are moulds,
tins of lacquer and the like. I would be very
wary of a workshop that looked like a
laboratory and they were all stood around
in pristine white coats by a white bench.

“I would never get any work done if I had a
big shop window. People would come in all
the time [laughs]. As it is, people only come
in here when they want me. 30 years ago
there was a sign out there but it was going to
fall off and kill someone, so I took it down
before it did, and there you go. It suits me
better without it because I’m always
working.”
Have you ever felt the need over the years
to get bigger or market Kinkade Guitars
more widely?

“Most of the work I do here comes from
word of mouth; I do have small
advertisements in the back of magazines,
but mostly it’s word of mouth. There always
seems to be plenty of work turning up, so
there’s been no need to further advertise.
That said, writing my book 10 years ago [see
p72] has raised my profile worldwide; there
are probably 30,000 copies of that around
the globe and I get emails all the time from
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people having used the book telling me how
wonderful it is to build an acoustic guitar:
I’ve had a great response from that book.”
Can we ask about the old chestnut: neck
joints – what method do you think is the
best to use?

“I started off with the tapered dovetail joint
because it worked for me. If it’s neatly done
and there’s a good contact wood-to-wood it
works well, because the principle is that you
don’t want to lose any energy going from the
neck into the body. The guitar is a chain of
energy that the strings produce, anchored
one end at the bridge and the other at the
headstock via the nut; the vibrations from
the strings travel down the neck into the
body, around that and up into the
soundboard. So, you want to interrupt that
chain as little as possible, and a good join
from the neck to the body is essential. It’s
like a stereo system; its sound is only going
to be as good as the weakest link in it.
“So, I’ve used the dovetail because it’s a
self-clamping joint that fastens itself closed,
but even better than that is the Spanish
system, the integral neck and top block,
where the neck extends into the body,
which then slots into the cuts in the neck
block. So then you have the same piece of
wood from the neck into the body, and that

is the strongest and most efficient way of
transferring that energy. I design mine with
the typical Spanish extending ‘foot’ in the
body reversed to run underneath the
fingerboard to fully support that and the
truss rod, which gives you the least amount
of distortion and shrinkage possible. The
only downside to that design is that you
already have a neck stuck on the body when
it comes to all those purfling and binding
details, so I tend to use the integral design
on the simpler designs, the ones that want
less decoration and binding.”
Do you think that the Spanish-style
design is as reliable and strong as the
dovetail joint?

“It’s stronger and more reliable. The only
thing you can’t really do with this design is a
neck reset, which is when the guitar sags
over the years and the neck is removed and
replaced at a different angle to reduce the
action. If you build a guitar well enough in
the first place you won’t get that problem
for about 100 years. The bolt-on neck is
designed for a neck reset because it’s very
much quicker to do, but I’ve never really
been into it. A lot of companies claim it is a
better design, but I’d ask who is it better for?
It’s better for them because it is far faster;
it’s not good for tonal transfer, I don’t think.

“I believe that if you make them slowly
and one at a time for a person, you will
get a better guitar out of it”

In 2002, Kinkead wrote Build Your Own
Acoustic Guitar, a superb book that
takes a step-by-step approach to
building your own instrument. It’s a
great insight into the process even if
you have no intention of making one!

I’m afraid I’m a bit of a Luddite and
traditionalist and I believe that if you make
them slowly and one at a time for a person,
you will get a better guitar out of it. Making
them singly means that each piece of timber
you work with guides you as you build and
you work the thicknesses down and match
the struts and you build each model
according to the certain woods you are
using. Of course, that won’t happen in a
factory, and it can’t; the woods are
effectively cut and assembled, like a kitbuilt guitar.”
With regard to wood combinations used,
are there any you would regard as
seamless choices? Or contrarily, are there
any no-nos?

“There aren’t really any major no-nos from
my experience. For the last 25 years or so,
most of my guitars have been built with
Sitka spruce tops, because it is strong and
light with plenty of headroom, and I’ve
pretty much used it with mahogany or
rosewood back and sides. Occasionally I’ve
used walnut or maple back and sides, or koa
or Australian blackwood guitars, but it’s
mostly Sitka with mahogany and rosewood.
I’ve never really used cedar as it’s difficult to
build with without damaging it; it is prone
to splitting and it doesn’t really develop
tonally like spruce does.
“The other spruce I have used for the past
few years is Adirondack – or red spruce –
which is what a lot of prewar guitars were
built from. It is very expensive and very
good, but it will put a premium on a guitar.
It is lighter than Sitka but just as strong and
stiff, so it produces a distinctive sound that
is really very usable for a player. It might not
have quite so many super-high frequencies
as Sitka, but I don’t think that is necessary.
It’s just bloody expensive and you have to
strut it with Adirondack too, to match it.”
Any pearls of wisdom you’d like to share
about what you’ve learned over the years,
before we wrap up?

“The more you find out, the less you know!
You’re never going to get to the bottom of it,
which is why it is still so fascinating. You
learn something new every week; it’s an
organic and ever-changing process and it’ll
keep me interested and keep me going for
the rest of my life. I’ll only stop when I can’t
see properly or when my arms finally give
up on me.”
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